PAPER SUSHI

construct a platter of paper delicacies!
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Fanged Creature:
Don't forget to slit all the way from a to b when cutting!
Glue the tab at a first, then glue the tabs at c to their squares;
save tab d for the last step.

Striped Fish:
First join all of the center tabs
to their matching edges, then
apply glue to the remaining long
tabs and drop the large white diamond onto them.

Shrimp:
First join the long tab at a to the opposite edge,
leaving the short edges and tabs unglued.
Then carefully join the small tabs to their matching triangles.

Rolls: First join the long tab at a to the opposite edge (marked with the ♤). Then apply glue each of the small tabs and drop the hexagons onto them.
Platter:
Join each short tab to the nearest edge.

Rice:
First join the tab at a to the opposite edge (marked with a 🌟). Then apply glue to the remaining tabs and drop rectangles b and c onto them.

Finishing touches:
Glue fish creatures to rice and wrap a strip of seaweed around the sushi, if desired. There are extra fish provided to create a side dish of sashimi!